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Volga se Ganga charts the changes in societies and polities in Central and Eastern Eurasia,
describing their history, languages, and cultures. Sankrityayan studied at St Petersburg’s elite

University of St Petersburg in 1914 and then traveled widely across Europe, Turkey, Central Asia and
India, and developed a special interest in the cultural and intellectual links between Central Eurasia
and the West. It is the first of a series of five volumes published from 1940 to 1944, Volga se Ganga
in English, translated from the Hindi original, is the second. The book describes a journey across the

Volga to the River Ganga, a stunning survey of the culture of the ancient peoples and the new
nations of Europe and the Middle East. An intelligent, knowledgeable and elegant introduction to the

culture of the ancient Indo-European people of India and Central Eurasia written by a scholar,
engaged traveller and enthusiastic Communist. The themes of education, growth and decline are
central in the book. The chronicles of a great explorer and eloquent writer whose travels cross the

Volga to the Ganga that he describes in Sankrityayans Volga se Ganga in English. The book offers a
sweeping historical survey of the peoples and cultures of Central Eurasia, and a gorgeous account of
its human culture. Tracing the movement of people across the Volga River from Central Eurasia to
the banks of the Ganga, Sankrityayan shows the changing lifestyles of people of the ancient Aryan

peoples and of the Indo-European peoples who conquered the area. The book traces the
development of Indo-European culture and civilization from Ancient Iran to India and Central Asia.
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[Volga to Ganga] is a spellbinding journey across space and time. A wrenchingly beautiful book, a
hymn to the sounds of the heart in three cantos (and a miscellany of poetry fragments) that is

absolutely vital to the understanding of Indo-European culture and is written in an almost flawless
prose The Volga is the longest river in Europe and one of Russias most important rivers. Out of the

20 largest cities of Russia, 11, including its capital Moscow, are situated in the Volgas drainage
basin. It originates at an elevation of only 225 meter (740 feet) in the Valday Hills northwest of

Moscow and discharges 3,645 km further (2,266 miles) into the Caspian Sea. The Volga is of great
importance to inland shipping and transport in Russia even though the river freezes for most of its

length for three months each year. Volga to Ganga is about the Vedic period of the historical
trajectory of humankind, from 6th to 2nd century BCE in India, the territory of the Aryan people.

Sankritya is a word which means Vedic. But actually, it does not designate an age. It designates the
plural noun for human beings, for men. For the early Aryans Sankritya was male, and he became the

founder of the Vedic culture, the forerunner of all cultures of the world. He belongs to the first
manifestation of the earth, the second millennium before the Christian era. Sankritya was a seer who

was wise and powerful; he was a magician, a shaman and a priest. Maya Neihardt, whose father
taught her Sanskrit, traced the lengthy journeys that took the nomadic Aryan tribe from the banks of
the Volga to the banks of the Ganga in 6th century BC, and her brothers classic book describes their

wanderings and their early attempts to establish civilized living. 5ec8ef588b
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